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The world is moving faster than ever, and diners are increasingly relying on the foodservice industry for convenient solutions to 

feed themselves and their families. Millennial diners and diners with kids are gobbling up trends like restaurant food delivered 

via third party services and home-delivered meal kits. The newest generation, Gen Z diners, are already reporting significant 

spending on food prepared outside the home. In the 4th edition of The Why? Behind The Dine™, Acosta and Technomic 

explore the most recent dining developments and motivators that are changing the way we engage with foodservice.
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In today’s world, diners are employing a variety of methods when it comes to making dinner. When asked about their 

dinners in the past week, 55 percent ate out at restaurants at least once. When asked about their dinner from the 

night before, 65 percent prepared dinner at home from scratch or ate leftovers, with younger diners more likely to 

take advantage of convenient food solutions.

What’s For Dinner

More Diners Taking Advantage of Convenient Dinner Solutions
When it comes to making decisions about what to have for dinner, every generation seems to wait until the last minute, 
with 85 percent of diners deciding what to eat for dinner on the same day as the meal. Diners were influenced by what 
they had available at home, a craving, leftovers, their family/kids and habits. With the majority of diners not planning  
dinners in advance, it is not surprising so many are looking outside their fridge for meals. 

Compared to 2015, convenient meal solutions are growing across almost every category and generation, and Millennial 
diners are leading the way.

Over the past three months, please let us know if you’ve  

consumed food or beverages by any of these methods?

Total U.S. Diners Millennial Diners 22-36

2017 2015

Ate prepared foods  
at home purchased  
from a grocery store

Ate prepared foods  
in the grocery store  

dining area

Ordered grocery  
prepared foods for  

home delivery

65%

77%

34%

58%

22%

46%

Over the past three months, please let us know if you’ve consumed food or beverages by any of these methods.

Indicates that figures for diners in 2017 are significantly higher 
than those for diners in 2015 at a 95% confidence level.

Ordered a meal/ingredient kit online for home delivery

Total U.S. Diners

Millennial Diners

Gen X Diners

Boomer Diners

Silent Diners

18%
8%

42%
17%

18%
9%

1%
1%

3%
1%

70%
63%

81%
69%

71%
70%

63%
56%

50%
49%

Total U.S. Diners

Millennial Diners

Gen X Diners

Boomer Diners

Silent Diners

Ordered carry-out food from a restaurant Ordered delivery food from a restaurant

Total U.S. Diners

Millennial Diners

Gen X Diners

Boomer Diners

Silent Diners

48%
42%

72%
60%

56%
53%

26%
23%

15%
18%

With life moving at a fast pace for many 
U.S. consumers, it’s no wonder retail 
grocery foodservice options are growing. 
Significantly more Millennial diners brought 
home grocery prepared foods, ate prepared 
foods in the grocery store’s dining area and 
ordered grocery prepared foods for home 
delivery as compared to total U.S. diners  
in the past three months. 

Indicates significantly higher than Total 
U.S. Diners at a 95% confidence level.
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Rise In Engagement with Off-Premise Dining
Diners’ appetite for delivery 

food doesn’t stop at pizza. 

When asked what types 

of food they would like 

delivered, diners expressed 

interest in everything from:

Continued Growth  
in Online Grocery  
Delivers Convenience
The percentage of diners 

who reported ordering 

groceries online for store 

pick-up (past three months) 

increased significantly from 

12 percent in 2015 to 23 

percent in 2017. The Food 

Marketing Institute and  

Nielsen forecast that 70  

percent of U.S. shoppers 

could be buying groceries 

online by 2022.

Convenience Delivered
Ordering delivery is clearly a convenient meal solution diners love. In the past three months, 
51 percent of total U.S. diners and 77 percent of Millennial diners ordered delivery food 
either from a restaurant or a third-party delivery service. According to Bloomberg and Forbes, 
food delivery services like GrubHub and UberEats are experiencing exponential growth. These 
services are especially popular with Millennial diners, as 44 percent reported ordering delivery 
food from a third-party service in the past three months, compared to 20 percent of total 
U.S. diners. 

Meal Kits Popular with Millennial Diners and Diners with Kids
Online meal kits are another meal solution option that has grown in popularity. In 2015,  
only eight percent of U.S. diners indicated they had ordered a meal/ingredient kit online.
That figure increased by ten percentage points to 18 percent of total U.S. diners by 2017, 
with more diners with kids and Millennial diners engaging with this option. 

According to Erik Thoresen, a Principal at Technomic, the meal kit market is evolving,  
and will likely be redefined by recent acquisitions and partnerships with grocery retailers. 
These gains in brick-and-mortar distribution will provide new opportunities for customer 
acquisition, as well as bring the unique meal kit market features of customization and  
user experience into the traditional grocery space.

In the prior three months, 37 percent of diners with kids and 42 percent of Millennial diners 
reported ordering an online meal/ingredient kit. Those who purchased meal kits indicated that 
the most important benefits were cooking new dishes, eating meals at home more frequently 
and cooking healthier meals — but they don’t necessarily consider these kits to provide fast 
and easy dinners as one might expect. Rather, meal kit buyers were interested in learning new 
skills and enjoying the cooking experience. 

Hamburgers  

28 percent

Chicken Wings  

27 percent

Mexican Fare  

21 percent

Barbecue  

14 percent

Desserts  

11 percent

Sushi

8 percent 

SOURCES: Left Chart: Bloomberg/Gadfly article: ‘GrubHub, UberEats Will Be the Food Delivery Gatekeepers’, February 9, 2018; 

Right Chart: Forbes article: ‘UberEats Passes 46,000 Restaurants As It Tries To Catch Up Globally’, April 18, 2017. 

On a scale of 1 to 10, please tell us your preferred level of preparation and cooking needed  
for an ideal online meal/ingredient kit. (  mean/average score)

GrubHub and UberEats restaurant delivery services  
experiencing exponential growth

1
Requires little to no 
prep time, and basic 

cooking ability

5
Requires moderate 
prep time and some 

cooking ability

10
Requires significant 

prep time and cooking 
experience (new skills)

7.2
Total Diners
buying online meal kits

7.5
Millennial Diners & 
Diners w/Kids buying 
online meal kits

GrubHub Active Diner Growth UberEats Restaurant Partners Worldwide

FY 2012 FY 2013 FY 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017
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At 47 million strong in the U.S., Gen Z (ages 12-21) is the newest generation making dining 

decisions. This report includes Gen Z diner respondents ages 18 to 21, who are the most 

likely to be engaged with making their own meal choices. 

Gen Z is the most racially and ethnically diverse of all of the diner generations. They are also 

digital natives with a strong instinct for health and wellness, and are bringing these traits to 

bear on their dining decisions. They’re already out-pacing both Boomer and Silent diners in 

their monthly food spending on food prepared outside the home, as well as their spending 

on groceries.

Younger Diners Are Planning Ahead – Online
Gen Z diners are following in the footsteps of Millennial diners, who are also using digital activities to help 

plan their restaurant visits in high numbers. On the whole, significantly more younger diners agreed that they 

planned their dining out online, but Gen X takes the lead when it comes to seeking restaurant coupons and 

offers online. 

Gen Z has never experienced life without the internet, and they boast the highest percentage of smart phone 

ownership across generations. This segment’s engagement with digital tools and penchant for multitasking  

is already defining their dining habits. Cost and value are strong factors as well, with almost 70 percent of 

Gen Z diners agreeing that they like when they have restaurant leftovers for another meal. 

47%
of Gen Z diners  

are students

22%
of Gen Z diners are

 Hispanic versus 16%  
of total U.S. diners

61%
of Gen Z diners  

agree they usually  
pick restaurants  

with lower prices

59%
of Gen Z diners  

agree they consistently 
try to multi-task,  

and often eat  
meals while doing  

other activities

34%
of Gen Z diners  

agree they don’t  
have a lot of time to  

prepare dinner

54%
of Gen Z diners are  

White/Caucasian versus  
64% of total U.S. diners

In an average month, about how much does your household spend on?

Gen Z 18-21 Gen X 37-52Millennials 22-36 Silents 72+Boomers 53-71

Food prepared outside the home Groceries

Total U.S. Diners

Gen Z Diners 18-21

Millennial Diners 22-36

Gen X Diners 37-52

Boomer Diners 53-71

Silent Diners 72+

$136.20 $283.50

$257.60

$307.60

$320.40

$247.00

$253.70

$419.70

$360.40

$512.80

$469.00

$333.90

$347.10

$148.60

$205.20

$102.80

$86.90

$93.40

Thinking about the last year, please indicate how much  

you agree with each of the following statements.  

(% Top 2 Box: Strongly Agree/Agree)

Pulling Up A Chair For Generation Z

Often read restaurant 
menus online, before 

I go there to eat

Use the internet to find 
the best restaurant deals

Get ideas for new meals 
to order by researching 

new foods online

Look for coupon/offers 
online for restaurants

58%

49%

58%

45%

27%

11% 11%

32%

54%

42% 45%

58%
62% 59%

53% 51%

34%

18% 19%

40%
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Diners with kids of all ages are 

big food spenders, but those 

with kids ages 6 to 12 have the 

biggest appetites. This segment 

reported spending an average  

of $601 on their monthly food 

budget, with 40 percent of those 

dollars ($242) spent on food  

prepared outside the home. 

Along with balancing busy schedules, 7 in 10 parents agreed that meal time provides 
the opportunity to connect as a family. Diners with kids reported significantly higher 
monthly food budgets than diners without kids, indicating that they are taking  
advantage of foodservice solutions, including dining out, as well as convenient  
options like carry-out and delivery food. 

In an average month, about how much does your household spend on …?

Total U.S. Diners

Diners with Kids

Diners without Kids

$136.20

$208.20

$95.00

$419.70

$554.40

$342.70

$283.50

$346.20

$247.70

Food prepared outside the home Groceries

Dining Out All Stars: Diners with Kids

Dining Out More, Across the Board
While a variety of factors influence diners with kids when they select a type of foodservice establishment, significantly  

more of them said that they are eating out more often across all types of dining outlets, as compared to total U.S. diners. 

Diners with kids 
are plugged in 
while dining out

28%
connect to Wi-Fi on their  

personal mobile device while  
at a restaurant

24%
text family and friends  

to let them know where  
they are eating out

22%
post to social media to tell their 
family and friends about their 

restaurant experiences

Compared to last year, how has the frequency that you purchased food

or beverages from each of these types of dining locations changed?

(% Diners visiting ‘more frequently than last year’)

Total U.S. Diners Diners without KidsDiners with Kids

Indicates significantly higher than Total U.S. Diners at a 95% confidence level.

Fast-food
(McDonald’s, 

Taco Bell)

Coffee shops
(Starbucks, 

Dunkin’ 
Donuts)

Upscale casual 
(Cheesecake 

Factory,  
P.F. Changs)

Food Trucks Dining Area 
in grocery 

store

Upscale  
fast-food
(Panera,  
Chipotle)

Traditional 
casual-dining 
(Applebee’s, 

Chili’s)

Local/ 
Independent 

sit-down

Family-style
(IHOP, Denny’s)

Fine-dining
(Ruth’s Chris, 
Capital Grille)

Specialty  
Bev./Snack 

(Auntie Annie’s, 
Jamba Juice)

C-Store  
w/Prepared 

Foods

25%

40%

31%

39%

30% 31% 30% 30%
26%

32%

27%

31%
30%

16%
19%

11%

27%

16%
17%

8%

18%

10%

16%

6%

19%

9%

17%

12%

22%

10%

17%

8%

20%

10%

20%

10%
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Healthier Dining Choices, More Than A Fad

Many Millennial Diners and Diners with Kids Making Healthy Choices
Although we’ve seen some stabilization in the percentage of total U.S. diners agreeing that they usually look for 

healthy options when ordering at restaurants, 55 percent of Millennial diners and diners with kids agreed with  

this statement. When considering specific menu items ordered at a restaurant in the past year, significantly more 

Millennial diners and diners with kids said they selected these healthier choices.   

How well does each of the following describe your eating habits over the past year?

(% Top 2 Box: Describes me perfectly/Describes me very well)

Total U.S Diners

Diners with Kids

Millennial Diners 22-36

27%

24%

22%

22%

21%

48%

46%

45%

44%

43%

46%

43%

39%

41%

38%

Eating more salads at restaurants

Eating more restaurant meals with locally-sourced ingredients

Eating more restaurant meals with fish

Eating more restaurant meals with organic ingredients

Eating more vegetarian meals at restaurants

Indicates significantly higher than Total U.S. Diners at a 95% confidence level.
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Eating Healthy, Confidently 
With a wealth of information on health and well-being just  

a mouse click away, increasing numbers of diners are feeling  

confident in their ability to select healthy foods from a menu.  

A combined 89 percent of total U.S. diners feel very confident  

or somewhat confident in their ability to choose healthy options.

How confident do you feel picking out  
healthy foods from a restaurant menu?

Total U.S. Diners

55 percent of Millennial diners and  

52 percent of diners with kids feel  

very confident selecting healthy  

options from a restaurant menu. 

Not at all 2%

Very  
Confident  

38%

Not very 9%

Somewhat  
Confident  

51%

A Culinary Adventure
Many diners indicated that they have tried these new food and dining experiences. Significantly more Millennial diners and 

diners with kids have experienced these culinary trends from kale and super fruits to artisanal foods. Many of these new choices 

that diners are sampling intersect with healthier eating, illustrating the importance of this factor in dining out decision-making. 

Please tell us a little bit about what you know about  
some new types of food and dining experiences? 

(% agreeing ‘I have tried this’)

Total U.S Diners

Diners with Kids

Millennial Diners 22-36

Locally-
sourced

ingredients

Kale items Superfruits 
(acai, goji  
berry, etc.)

Heirloom
produce

Gluten- 
free  

foods

Ancient 
grains

Grass-fed 
Beef

Artisanal 
foods

Free-range  
Pork or  
Poultry

Farm/Estate 
branded

47%

53% 52%

44%

47%

41%

46%
44% 44% 44%

38% 38%

46%
44%

33%

43%

40%

31%

44%

39%

27%

39%

36%

22%

32%

29%

21%

36% 36%

48%

Indicates significantly higher than Total U.S. Diners at a 95% confidence level.



About the Report
The Why? Behind The Dine™ 4th edition survey was fielded in November 2017, with a random sample of  
1,500 U.S. diners via Acosta’s proprietary ShopperF1rst™ methodology, incorporating online survey research. 

About Acosta 
Acosta is the sales and marketing powerhouse behind most of the trusted brands seen in stores every day. The company  
provides a range of outsourced sales, marketing and retail merchandising services throughout the U.S. and Canada.  
Acosta Foodservice provides integrated sales and marketing solutions for major food and non-food manufacturers,  
distributors and operators across all away-from-home meal channels. For more information, visit www.acosta.com.  
For more information about this report or other strategic insights research, please email thoughtleadership@acosta.com.

About Technomic®

Technomic Inc., a Winsight company, delivers a 360-degree view of the food industry. It impacts growth and profitability for clients by providing  
consumer-grounded vision and channel-relevant strategic insights. Its services range from major research studies and management consulting  
solutions to online databases and simple fact-finding assignments. Its clients include food manufacturers and distributors, restaurants and retailers, 
other foodservice organizations, and various institutions aligned with the food industry. For more information on Technomic, please email  
Jennifer Passmore, Regional Vice President at jpassmore@technomic.com.

Key Takeaways for Restaurant Operators

Generational Definitions:

Gen Z (ages 18-21)

Millennials (ages 22-36)

Gen X (ages 37-52)

Boomers (ages 53-71)

Silents (ages 72+)
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facebook.com/AcostaSales twitter.com/AcostaSaleslinkedin.com/company/acosta-sales-&-marketing

www.acosta.com

Capitalize on Convenient Solutions

In our fast-paced world, carry-out, delivery, grocery prepared foods and meal kits 

continue to gain in popularity. Align your business with solutions that offer diners 

convenience and speed by expanding on-the-go choices, online menu ordering 

options or explore opportunities to leverage third-party food delivery services. 

Get Ready for Gen Z

Gen Z diners are poised to become a major influence in foodservice. Keep in mind 

that this generation is the most culturally diverse, understands health and wellness 

and is always “plugged in” – even when eating out. Get your business ready for 

these up-and-comers by focusing on digital and social tools, and consider that 

their life experiences may inspire new menu flavors.

 

Family Meals

With 57 percent of diners with kids ages 6 to 12 eating out more often than last 

year and spending 40 percent of their monthly food budget on food prepared  

outside the home, take advantage of this target audience in your marketing  

and offer family-oriented deals or promotions and make certain your dining  

environment is a fit for this important demographic.

Healthy Menu Solutions

Health and wellness are significant priorities in the households of many Millennial 

diners and diners with kids, the biggest food spenders — and they are seeking 

choices when dining out that reflect these values. When menu planning, consider 

the addition of healthy, locally sourced and organic ingredients, as well as creative 

salads and vegetarian meals. 


